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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract

As internet techniques are developing more and more quickly, internet becomes the
main way to communicate with the outside world. In this case, written information
on paper needs to be converted to digital information urgently, increasing the need
for handwritten character recognition. The aim of this work is to discuss methods
that can be used to recognize handwritten Chinese characters. We study geometric
features and clustering of handwritten Chinese characters from three aspects, which
are handwritten character preprocessing, feature extraction and clustering. To test
the correctness of our method, an application was built that could learn to recognize
five medium-hard handwritten Chinese characters by using a neural network.
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1111 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

With the rapid development of society and techniques, image recognition has
become more and more popular because it could help to gather the information
quickly. Nowadays, image recognition technique has been applied to many
areas, such as vehicle license plate recognition, face recognition, finger print
recognition and character recognition. For example, when we write characters
on phones or iPad, the system will recognize it first, then show it on the screen.
Also, according to a survey about the problems of Internet accessing of the
elderly from China, the result shows that, most of old people have the
problems of typing because they do not understand spelling [1].

Chinese characters are typed on the screen according to their “Pinyin”,
which is “the standard system of romanized spelling for transliterating
Chinese” [2], but most of old people did not have the opportunity to learn this
earlier. However, if they could write the characters and then let the application
recognize them instead of typing them, the problem would be solved.
Therefore, it is clear that the value of character recognition is significant.

Image recognition could be defined as “The identification of objects in an
image” [3]. It usually begins with noise removal, followed by low-level feature
extraction, which means extraction of features without spatial integration or
local processing [4]. Although there is some research on character recognition
and application already, a number of problems remain to be solved. For
example, many character recognition applications will recognize characters
written with standard fonts. However, if you write a handwritten character, the
system may have problem with recognizing it because some strokes may mix
together. We also have found some research on similar topics. Hwei-Jen Lin
and Shwu-Huey Yen in [5] state that they have encountered the problem of
written order which means that if the user write characters in incorrect order,
the system may not recognize them. The reason for this is that every stroke has
fixed written order, which is mostly defined in [6]. Also, Feng Yang and Fan
Yang [7] have done research on Chinese Character recognition using parallel
back-propagation neural network, which is a common feed-forward artificial
neural network training method where the network could learn from a lot of
inputs which cause a certain output [8]. They conclude that the problem is that
the recognition rate still needs to be improved, which is 98.88% now.

This work will mainly focus on Chinese character recognition. Since
there is a huge number of Chinese characters, we do not have enough time to
implements all of them, so we will only focus on five specific Chinese
characters. These five Chinese characters are randomly chosen and written by
different styles. The upper four Chinese characters in Figure 1 shows what
complicated Chinese characters look like and the under four Chinese
characters in Figure 1 shows how simple Chinese characters look like. Also,
we would like to train the system to search through images, so that the
recognition result has no relation with written order. Moreover, we will
concentrate on the problem of handwritten part and try to improve recognition
rate.

To develop this Chinese character recognition application, we will use
knowledge from Image processing and Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques.
In this paper, we will study the analysis and clustering of geometric
characteristics of handwritten Chinese characters from three aspects, which are
preprocessing, feature extraction and recognition. We will pick up shape
features of handwritten Chinese characters first, then implement a back-

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/image
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propagation neural network to achieve the clustering and recognition of
Chinese characters.

Figure 1: Complicated and simple Chinese characters

1.11.11.11.1 BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground

In this chapter, we will introduce some techniques in image processing and AI.
We will start by giving a short description of these techniques. Image
processing means that data is digitized and mathematical operations are
performed on this data, which is also called picture processing [9]. In our
research, we will use five images of the same Chinese character of different
handwritten styles for training and one image for test. In this case, those five
images are training samples. To analysis the handwritten Chinese character we
ought to know the feature of each handwritten character. Feature extraction
means “Transforming the input data into the set of features is called feature
extraction” [12]. In our research, feature extraction includes gravity of the
writing, the maximum and minimum area ratio of the mesh, end points,
crossover points, the intersection of the center of gravity of the average
distance, height-width ratio, the ink area ratio, skeleton direction, gray feature
and so on. Image preprocessing usually includes noise removal, intensity
normalization, reflection removal, masing part of the image. It is a technique
used for enhancing the data image before we do computational processing of
the image [13].

AI is a collection of technique that try to make the machine or software
could imitate the thinking process like human beings [10]. One such technique
is neural networks, which are often used for pattern recognition and
classification. A neural network can be trained to recognize different patterns
form a set of samples. The term ‘training samples’ refers to the “Models for
classes are often specified by samples with known labels. These samples are
called training samples” [11].

1.1.11.1.11.1.11.1.1 GrayGrayGrayGray ProcessingProcessingProcessingProcessing andandandand ImageImageImageImage BinarizatonBinarizatonBinarizatonBinarizaton

Gray processing converts color images to gray-level images. Noise removal is
used for reducing background noise [14]. Intensity normalization changes the
range of pixel intensity values. Also, the range will be zero to one after
normalization. The steps of binarization processing is that we firstly analyze
the histogram of a grayscale image and calculate the threshold value. If the
gray value of a pixel is larger than the threshold value, we set this pixel to
black while if the gray value is smaller than the threshold value, we set this
pixel to white. Therefore, we can get a black and white image in the end [15].
There are two common ways of binarization: global thresholding and local
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thresholding. Global thresholding is comparatively easy. It refers to calculation
of the threshold based on the histogram of the whole image [16].

It is suitable for concentrated grayscale distribution and images that are
not too complicated. Local thresholding has better flexibility. It refers to
calculation of threshold by splitting the whole image into several sub-images
first, then calculate the threshold value according to the histogram of each sub-
image [17]. However, the computational demands are huge and the processing
rate is slow, giving local thresholding poor real time performance.

1.1.21.1.21.1.21.1.2 PositionPositionPositionPosition NormalizationNormalizationNormalizationNormalization

Image rescaling [18] refers to position normalization. In order to eliminate the
deviation of position of the Chinese character on dot matrix [19], we move the
dot-matrix graphic to the prescribed position. This process is called position
normalization. There are two ways of position normalization, namely gravity
based normalization and frame based normalization [20]. Gravity
normalization first calculates the center of character gravity, then moves the
center of gravity of character to prescribed position. Frame normalization
calculates the external frame of character and finds the center of this external
frame first, then moves the center of the character to the prescribed position.

1.1.31.1.31.1.31.1.3 ImageImageImageImage DenoisingDenoisingDenoisingDenoising

The central idea of image smoothing is to delaminate sudden changes in pixel
values according to the computation of surrounding pixels where average
computation is commonly used. However, the drawback is that the image will
be blurred a little bit [21]. Spatial filtering is divided into four methods:
Linear/non-linear Smoothing spatial filtering and Linear/non-linear Sharpening
spatial filtering. According to the characteristics of templates, the spatial
filtering is generally divided into linear and non-linear filters. According to the
spatial filter processing effect, it can be divided into Smoothing spatial
filtering and Sharpening spatial filtering [22]. Nonlinear spatial filtering
operates directly by using the neighborhood averaging method [23]. The aim
of smoothing spatial filtering is to eliminate mixed image interference, to
improve the image quality and enhance the image performance characteristics.
The Smoothing spatial filtering can be achieved with so-called low-pass
filtering, with the aim of eliminating blurred image (extract large objects in the
image and eliminate small objects in the images or intermittent connecting
objects) or eliminating image noise [24]. The Sharpening spatial filtering uses
high-pass filtering to intend to emphasize the details of the image blur [25].

1.1.41.1.41.1.41.1.4 ArtificialArtificialArtificialArtificial NeuralNeuralNeuralNeural NetworkNetworkNetworkNetwork

Artificial neural network is a mathematical model that imitates the structure
and function of the biological brain neural network. It consists of a large
number of neurons coupled together to perform calculations. Most of the
artificial neural networks have the ability to change the internal structure based
on the external information changes, so that it is an adaptive system. A classic
multilayer feed-forward neural network is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Multilayer feed-forward neural network [26]

This feed-forward neural network consists of three parts, input layer,
hidden layer and output layer. The neurons in the input layer accept a large
number of non-linear input information. The hidden layer is between the input
layer and output layer and is composed of many neurons. In the output layer,
the information get analyzed and weighted, finally form the output result [27].

1.21.21.21.2 AimsAimsAimsAims ofofofof ResearchResearchResearchResearch

The aim of this research is to explore methods that can be used to recognize
handwritten Chinese character. To test the correctness of our methods, we
build an application that could learn to recognize five handwritten Chinese
characters by using a neural network which is trained with a training set which
consists of different versions of these characteristics. The goal is that the
application be able to recognize the corresponding handwritten Chinese
characters automatically.

2222 RecognitionRecognitionRecognitionRecognition ofofofof HandwrittenHandwrittenHandwrittenHandwritten ChineseChineseChineseChinese CharacterCharacterCharacterCharacter

In this chapter we will describe our approach to recognize handwritten Chinese
character which mainly includes preprocessing, feature extraction and the
classification process. A flow chart of the main process is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Flow chart of feature analysis and clustering process

2.12.12.12.1 DataDataDataData CollectionCollectionCollectionCollection

In this chapter we will describe how we collect the source data. First of all, we
selected five different Chinese characters and asked six Chinese students to
write down these Chinese characters on papers respectively. If the character is
too simple, the recognition system will recognize it very easily while if the
character is too complicated, we can not solve it perfectly. Therefore, we
decided to select medium hard characters which means that the characters are
between complicated character and simple character. Secondly, since we do
not have any electronic handwritten input devices so we scan these photos to
computer, We used a scan resolution of 400 dpi, and converted to the PNG
image format. In this way, we created a data set of five different Chinese
characters with different handwritten style, as shown in Figure 4. Five
characters were selected for testing; they are shown as Figure 5.
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Figure 4: Handwritten Chinese character templates

Figure 5: Five testing handwritten Chinese characters

2.22.22.22.2 PreprocessingPreprocessingPreprocessingPreprocessing

There are five steps in preprocessing in total. As a first step, we read in our
dataset, which should be in grayscale. As a second step, we apply binarization
(see section 2.1.1) to these images and get black and white images. As a third
step, we apply normalization (see section 2.2.2) to these images which means
normalizing these images to give them the same size. As a fourth step, we use
a smoothing filter (see section 2.2) for denoising. Here we pick one image
from test set for clustering test at random. Figure 6 shows one such sample.
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Figure 6: Original handwritten Chinese character image

2.2.12.2.12.2.12.2.1 ImageImageImageImage BBBBinarizationinarizationinarizationinarization

Binarization benefits the processing and analysis of images. It making the
graphic become more simple, reducing data redundancy and emphasizing the
outline of the target to be processed also.

As a result, binarization usually is the first step of preprocessing in most
handwritten Chinese character recognition systems. Its result determines the
effect of feature extraction, recognition methods and recognition result directly.

For our method we select global thresholding, as explained in the section
1.1.1, for processing original Chinese character image. Because the Chinese
characters were written on a white paper, we have a quite solid background
and we do not need other thresholding in this case. In our program, we first
change the original RGB image to grayscale image “I” (see the Appendix).
The result is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Image after graying

Then we calculate the global gray threshold. At last, we changed the
image “I” to binary image “L” (see the Appendix). The result is shown in
Figure 8.

Figure 8: Image after binarization
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As the Figure shows, after binarization processing, the gray scale image
has become a black and white binary image.

2.2.22.2.22.2.22.2.2 ImageImageImageImage RescalingRescalingRescalingRescaling

Everyone has their own style of writing, the selections of writing tools also are
not the same. Besides this, the writing paper are different such that the size of
the Chinese character has differences too. The variation of the size of Chinese
character will have great influence on performance of Chinese character
recognition. If the size variation between different samples of the same
Chinese character is comparatively large, the endpoint coordinates of extracted
strokes will differ a lot at the same time. In addition, the distance between two
strokes will also be different. It will lead to the instability of feature and
influence recognition result a lot. As a consequence, we need to do image
rescaling before feature extraction.

In order to eliminate the deviation of the position of the Chinese
character on dot matrix, we need to do position normalization. Generally
speaking, the strokes of most of Chinese characters are nearly equally
distributed, which means that the center of gravity of the dot-matrix graphic is
almost the center of the character graphic. So, for most of Chinese characters,
gravity normalization will not cause distortion of character graphic. But for
some special characters like “白”, “丁”, in which strokes are obviously not
equally distributed, the gravity normalization will make the dot-matrix graphic
move down so that the dot-matrix graphic will become distorted because the
bottom of dot-matrix graphic may overstep the range of dot matrix. Therefore,
we choose frame based normalization.

Figure 9: External frame detection

As shown in Figure 9, x2-x1 is the width of external rectangle frame, y2-
y1 is the height of external rectangle frame. To get the value of x1, x2, y1, y2,
we used if-then sentences. Firstly we record handwritten Chinese character as
“v”. Secondly, we go through the whole image horizontally, if the pixel value
for prior pixel is 0 and the pixel value for current pixel is l, then we record the
x coordinate of the position of current pixel as x1. If the pixel value for current
pixel is larger than 0 and the pixel value for the next pixel is 0, then we record
the x coordinate of the position of current pixel value as x2. Thirdly, we go
through the whole image vertically. In a similar way, we can get the value of
y1 and y2 (see the Appendix). In this way, we get the frame of Chinese
character after incision.

After this step we have images which contain characters of the same size
and we can find out the actual position of handwritten Chinese character. The
result image is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Image after frame based normalization

2.2.32.2.32.2.32.2.3 SmoothSmoothSmoothSmooth FilterFilterFilterFilter DenoisingDenoisingDenoisingDenoising

The process of image generation and transmission are often influenced and
disturbed by various noise sources. This will cause poor image processing.
Sometimes a poor sampling system also brings noise to the image. Reflected
on the image, noises make gray value suddenly become larger or smaller and
develop some illusory object border or frame. Improving the quality of image
enhances the performance of feature extraction and analysis. Therefore, it is
necessary to suppress and eliminate noises like this.

The values of pixels within the same object should be similar, so if the
pixel value suddenly become bigger or smaller, it could be noise [28]. The
neighborhood averaging method can be used in order to restrain this kind of
noise. The median filtering can remove the noise that has been added by the
image recording, scanning, or transmission process.

From the viewpoint of signal analysis, image smoothing is essentially a
low-pass filtering. It intercepts the high-frequency noise signals through low-
frequency signals. However, due to the edges of the image being located in the
high-frequency portion, this brings another problem: the image smoothing
processing tends to damage the details of the image in a certain degree.

The median filtering denoising method can not only eliminate the noise
but also can keep the details of the image. First, determine the neighborhood
area with a pixel as the center point to form a window, then arrange each pixel
in the area by increasing grayscale value. Move this window in the image, get
the intermediate value of pixel grayscale values as the new value of the center
point pixel’s value instead of old center pixel’s value. In other words, this
method lets the pixels which have relatively large grayscale value differences
compared to the surrounding pixels be replaced by the closer value among the
surrounding pixels in order to eliminate isolated pixels. The median filtering
denoising method has better effect than the neighborhood averaging method
which focus on low-pass filtering in our handwriting case.

Therefore, we select median filtering for denoising. The main feature is
after processing the outline of the image is relatively clear. In our program, we
used two different median filter for denoising. One is a 3x3 median filter and
the other median filter we designed by ourself. We firstly judge the range of
Chinese character, then apply threshold which is 80 within this range. If the
gray value is lower than 80, we keep them. If the gray value is higher than 80,
we assign the median value from its neighbor pixels (see the Appendix). The
result image is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Image after denosing

We can see from the Figure that after applying denoising algorithm,
noises in handwritten Chinese character are obviously removed. It brings great
convenience to later feature extraction. During this step, we also apply
morphological filtering to remove small branch.

2.32.32.32.3 FeatureFeatureFeatureFeature ExtractionExtractionExtractionExtraction

In order to give our application the ability to analyze and remember the five
handwritten Chinese characters, we perform the feature extraction for the
handwritten characters that have already been preprocessed.

2.3.12.3.12.3.12.3.1 OutlineOutlineOutlineOutline ofofofof FeatureFeatureFeatureFeature ExtractionExtractionExtractionExtraction

Handwritten Chinese character recognition is the process of constantly
matching according to the characteristic of Chinese characters. Feature
extraction is to extract a set of characteristic measurement values, which in the
following will be called eigenvalues. There are many eigenvalues that can be
extracted as features of handwritten Chinese character recognition. These
features can be divided into local features, global features and structural
features of Chinese characters [29].

2.3.22.3.22.3.22.3.2 EigenvalueEigenvalueEigenvalueEigenvaluessss ofofofof SpecificSpecificSpecificSpecific HandwrittenHandwrittenHandwrittenHandwritten ChineseChineseChineseChinese CharacterCharacterCharacterCharacter

A good choice of eigenvalues is the key for a successful specific Chinese
character handwritten recognition, we considered as candidates a set of
features to get the most effective main eigenvalues to achieve the purpose of
recognition. The eigenvalue itself should have its clear distinctions compare to
other similar features.

Sixteen different eigenvalues were chosen for the recognition application.
1) A pair of the relative centers of gravity for the handwritten character.
2) The number of connected components.
3) The number of mesh holes.
4) The maximum and minimum mesh area ratio.
5) The number of end points.
6) The number of branch points.
7) The average distance between end points and the center of gravity.
8) The average distance between cross points and the center of gravity.
9) The height-width ratio.
10) The height-width ratio after blank removal.
11) The handwritten area and blank area ratio.
12) Four skeleton direction grayscale eigenvalues.
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The eigenvalues we have extracted for one character “部” are shown in
the line chart as Figure 12.

Figure 12: Feature extraction

In the Figure 12, X-axis represents 16 eigenvalues with number tags, Y-
axis represents the average value for each eigenvalue from the testing samples.
From the line chart we can clearly see that we extract 16 different eigenvalue
for each character. The eigenvalue of different handwritten style shows
significant difference also, which present that our algorithm could distinguish
different handwritten styles effectively.

2.3.2.3.2.3.2.3.3333 MainMainMainMain EigenvalueEigenvalueEigenvalueEigenvaluessss

In this section, we will mainly discuss the five important eigenvalues. The
reason why we choose these five eigenvalues is that these five eigenvalues
could determine the main structure of handwritten Chinese characters and also
the shape of handwritten Chinese characters. We calculate those different
eigenvalues as explained below:

The first important eigenvalue we will explain is the two relative centers
of gravity for the handwritten character. A handwritten character relative to its
center of gravity is the statistics of horizontal and vertical pixels. "R" and "C"
(see the Appendix) are the amount of pixels in horizontal and vertical
directions respectively. Firstly we defined "R" and "C", secondly both were
taken on average value by using the mean function. Thirdly divided by the
total number of pixels. Thus we get horizontal and vertical coordinates of the
center of gravity as " [RGx, RGy]' " (see the Appendix).

The second important eigenvalue we will explain is the number of
connected components and it is illustrated in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Connected components

The number of connected components means that we could split the
handwritten character itself to some parts, and these parts can form the
handwritten character. We can compute and extract the number of connected
components in the 2-D binary character image, store it in the variable "N" (see
the Appendix) as the input of the eigenvalue [30].

The third important eigenvalue is the number of mesh holes and it is
illustrated in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Mesh hole

Mesh holes means closed blank areas surrounded by the handwritten
character. It has the same calculating method as connected components.
Simply invert the entire black and white image, and calculate the number of
connected components. Then the number of mesh holes equals to the number
of connected components. Therefore, we inverse the binary character image
and fill the mesh holes, get the image named "ibwf" (see the Appendix). Then
we use the logical exclusive OR operation on the corresponding elements to
get the new image "bwx" (see the Appendix). Finally we can get the number of
mesh holes as an eigenvalue.

The fourth important eigenvalue is the number of branch points and it is
illustrated in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Branch points

Branch points means the cross point of two or more character strokes.
This kind of point contains important information on the trend strokes of
Chinese characters. To accurately determine the character branch points for the
extraction of strokes of Chinese characters has important significance for our
application.

In order to extract the branch points of strokes, firstly we need to extract
the character skeleton features. The "branchpoints" parameter can be used to
get the points. Finally we calculate the sum of branch points is the eigenvalue
"Nbrh" (see the Appendix).

The last important eigenvalues are four skeleton direction grayscale
eigenvalues. Skeleton direction grayscale eigenvalue is the analysis of pixel
arrangement. The four directions are horizontal, vertical, 45 ° positive and
negative directions (see the Appendix). Each direction has the pixel
arrangement.

In our method, we first get the operator (see the Appendix), then calculate
the arrangement of pixels in each direction, (horizontal, vertical, 45 degrees
positive and negative directions). Finally we calculate the sum in each
direction as four skeleton direction grayscale eigenvalues.

2.42.42.42.4 Back-PropagationBack-PropagationBack-PropagationBack-Propagation NeuralNeuralNeuralNeural NetworkNetworkNetworkNetwork ModelingModelingModelingModeling

Back-Propagation Neural Network is one of the useful methods in AI. We use
this method to let the application train and learn to recognize handwritten
Chinese characters.

2.4.12.4.12.4.12.4.1 BasicBasicBasicBasic StructureStructureStructureStructure ofofofof thethethethe RecognitionRecognitionRecognitionRecognition BPBPBPBP NeuralNeuralNeuralNeural NetworkNetworkNetworkNetwork

In our application, we use a classic three-layer feed-forward neural networks
as our BP Neural Network. The network consists of the input layer, the hidden
layer and the output layer. It is illustrated in Figure 16.
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Figure 16: Basic Structure of the Recognition BP Neural Network

In this structure, the number of neurons in the input layer corresponds to
the dimension of the input layer, which are sixteen eigenvalues. The hidden
layer is used for simulation analysis. The five neurons in the output layer
correspond to the five recognition results for Chinese characters.

After training the BP Neural Network, it can be used for the Chinese
character recognition application. Since there are many neurons, we need to
appropriately increase the number of training and learning rate for good
recognition results.

2.4.22.4.22.4.22.4.2 BPBPBPBP NeuralNeuralNeuralNeural NetworkNetworkNetworkNetwork ModelingModelingModelingModeling StepsStepsStepsSteps

Here we will describe the summarized modeling steps in our specific
handwritten Chinese character recognition application.
First we determine the structure of BP Neural Network, input the dimension
"flen" (see the Appendix) as 16 eigenvalues. Then input training number 5 as
samples of each Chinese character. The hidden nodes are 30, so input the node
number as 30. The output type number is 5, that means five recognition results
for Chinese characters.

The second step is to choose the discriminant to analysis. In the hidden
layer we use the hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer function as the neural
transfer function. The output layer use the linear transfer function as the neural
transfer function.

In the third step we select the appropriate training sample set and testing
set. In our application we have five different Chinese characters and each
character has 5 samples, so there are totally 25 samples. In the testing set, we
also have five different Chinese characters that are used for recognition.

Then we train the training sample set in the neural network, that is, in
each iteration we compare the output set "training_feature" and the actual
output "training_label" (see the Appendix) and modify the network connection
weights. We calculate errors and modify the weights, until the error reaches an
acceptable level, that is lower than 10-6.
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Finally we input the eigenvalues as "test_feature" (see the Appendix),
through the simulated dynamic system, so that we could use the well trained
neural network to do the Chinese character recognition. The performance as
the curve graph of training error is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Curve image of training error

From the Figure we can see that for each iteration of the algorithm, the
training error gets close to the expected target gradually. Consequently, the
training converges and forms the BP neural network model we need. We can
see the training error decreases with the iteration of algorithm until it reaches
the expected target error level.

2.52.52.52.5 GeometricGeometricGeometricGeometric FeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeatures AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis andandandand ClusteringClusteringClusteringClustering ProcessProcessProcessProcess

In this chapter we will describe eigenvalue extraction for each
handwritten Chinese character and recognition clustering according to decision
criteria of neighboring method. At first, we do preprocessing, which includes
gray processing, binarization, normalization and so on. After that, we do
extraction and storing of eigenvalue. We use the same method for non-
clustered handwritten Chinese character to extract eigenvalue. There are
sixteen different eigenvalue and they represent the number of connecting piece,
number of mesh, high ratio of handwritten Chinese character, cross point and
so on.

After extracting eigenvalues, we do clustering recognition to them by
using our BP neural network, which means that, by comparing with training
samples, we get Chinese character after recognition.
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3333 ResultResultResultResult

As a result we can clearly see that it is possible to extract the characters from
the image set described in the previous sections. The five testing handwritten
Chinese characters are shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Five testing handwritten Chinese characters

To test this application, firstly, we need to choose a testing image through
the following dialog box as shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Choose testing image

After that, we can see the original handwritten character and the
classification made by our recognition algorithm of the five Chinese characters
we picked previously in Figure 20.

Recognition of handwritten Chinese character “部”：
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Recognition of handwritten Chinese character “易”：

Recognition of handwritten Chinese character “离”：

Recognition of handwritten Chinese character “躲”：

Recognition of handwritten Chinese character “羽”：

Figure 20: Recognition Results

From the pop-up window (Figure 20) we can see that the handwritten
Chinese character “部” is correctly recognized and the corresponding Pinyin of
the character is shown. The remaining four character images were also
correctly classified by the application. It demonstrates that our approach for
recognition works.
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4444 ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion andandandand DiscussionDiscussionDiscussionDiscussion

With the development of digitization, the way of obtaining information also
becomes more and more diversified. Chinese calligraphy is one of the most
important art achievements in China. How to protect it and inherit it by using
modern techniques and scientific methods has become an important subject.
Digitization of calligraphy shows the following characteristics: 1) The original
information is singular. 2) The data source is diversified and complex. 3) The
structure of handwritten style is diversified. 4) The shape of handwritten style
is diversified. 5) There is a difference between the handwritten style from
person to person.

This work combines the methods of character recognition and statistical
analysis with handwritten Chinese characters. It studies the algorithm of the
geometric feature analysis and clustering of handwritten Chinese character on
each key point. It extracts the geometric feature of handwritten Chinese
character and applies the algorithm of minimum neighbor distance matching to
achieve the handwritten Chinese character clustering and identification. Our
work mainly includes three parts.

First, a preprocessing algorithm which is suitable for offline handwritten
Chinese character image recognition. Firstly, we use smoothing filter for
denoising to optimize character image. Next, we get unified character image
size through normalization algorithm in order to get standard stroke distance
determination in follow-up recognition.

The second part is the feature extraction which is a key point to achieve
accurate classification, since the quality of feature extraction will directly
influence the stability of handwritten Chinese character and the correctness of
classification. This paper introduces the basic principles of feature extraction
and explains the static geometric feature extraction in details, which includes
the calculation of connected components, the calculation of mesh holes, the
calculation of height-width ratio and so on.

Finally we established a template base of geometric feature of
handwritten Chinese character and designed a matching recognition algorithm.
We store five training samples for each character to draw different handwritten
styles. It increases the fault-tolerant ability to a certain degree and increases the
correctness of clustering of handwritten Chinese characters.

Our work mainly focuses on the handwritten part and the research
question is to fix the problem that if there are some strokes mixing together
when people writing Chinese character, the system may have problem with
recognizing them. We are happy with our recognition result; although there are
some strokes mixing together in our test images, the application still could
recognize them perfectly. We have tested 30 images which contains the five
Chinese character we picked earlier respectively, and the recognition rate is
one hundred percent. However, because of the limits of time and ability, we
think the following aspects still can be improved.

The number of handwritten Chinese character templates is limited to 30
and all of these templates were created by ourself. So the rate of correctness is
just a relative result, which means that it can not present the quality of our
recognition system completely. We tried to add more templates with different
handwritten Chinese characters styles. However, the running time increases
too much and there was no significant improvement of the recognition rate. So,
for our specific handwritten Chinese characters recognition application, the
size of templates is suitable and effective up to now.

We also would like to extend the field of recognition. At present, we
only focus on five specific Chinese characters and we hope to improve it such
that it could recognize most of handwritten Chinese characters.
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We can take example by other subjects and combine the current character
recognition methods with them, like the artificial immune methods [31] in
biology calculation.
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Appendix:Appendix:Appendix:Appendix:
PPPPreproc.mreproc.mreproc.mreproc.m
%Image Binarization
function image_name=preproc(I)
if size(I,3)>1

I=grayscale(I); %convertical to grayscale
end

% crop name
L=~change_to_black_white(I,
global_image_threshold(I)); %get the area of
handwritten character signature
L=open_binary_image(L,10);

%Smooth Filter Denoising
L=morphological_filtering(L,'spur'); %morphological
filtering to remove small "twigs"

%median filtering of handwritten character signature
area to reduce noise
[R,C]=find(L);
thresh=80;
I2=L;
for k=1:length(R)

r=R(k);
c=C(k);
if r==1 || c==1 || r==size(I,1) || c==size(I,2)

continue;
end
if I(r,c)>thresh

w=I(r-1:r+1, c-1:c+1);
I2(r,c)=minimum(w(:));

end
end

%Image Rescaling
%horizontal projection and gets the character
signature position
v=sum(L,2);
yminimum=[];
yMaximum=[];
for k=2:length(v)

if v(k-1)==0 && v(k)>0
yminimum(end+1)=k;

end
if v(k-1)>0 && v(k)==0

yMaximum(end+1)=k-1;
end

end
if isempty(yminimum)
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yminimum=1;
else

yminimum=yminimum(1);
end
if isempty(yMaximum)

yMaximum=size(L,1);
else

yMaximum=yMaximum(end);
end

%vertical projection and gets the signature position
h=sum(L,1);
xminimum=[];
xMaximum=[];
for k=2:length(h)

if h(k-1)==0 && h(k)>0
xminimum(end+1)=k;

end
if h(k-1)>0 && h(k)==0

xMaximum(end+1)=k-1;
end

end
xminimum=xminimum(1);
xMaximum=xMaximum(end);
%get signature area

image_name=I2(yminimum:yMaximum,xminimum:xMaximum);

%second median filter to the signature area, further
removal of noise
image_name=uint8(2D_median_filtering(image_name));
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preproc2.mpreproc2.mpreproc2.mpreproc2.m
%Image Binarization
function image_name=preproc2(I1)
if size(I1,3)>1

I=grayscale(I1); %convertical to grayscale
end
create_figure
display_image(I)
window_title('Grayscaled Handwritten Character')

L=~change_to_black_white(I,
global_image_threshold(I)); %get the area of
handwritten character signature
L=open_binary_image(L,10);

%Smooth Filter Denoising
L=morphological_filtering(L,'spur'); %morphological
filtering to remove small "twigs"
create_figure
display_image(L)
window_title('Binarized Handwritten Character')

%median filtering of handwritten character signature
area to reduce noise
[R,C]=find(L);
thresh=80;
I2=L;
for k=1:length(R)

r=R(k);
c=C(k);
if r==1 || c==1 || r==size(I,1) || c==size(I,2)

continue;
end
if I(r,c)>thresh

w=I(r-1:r+1, c-1:c+1);
I2(r,c)=minimum(w(:));

end
End

%Image Rescaling
%horizontal projection and gets the character
signature position
v=sum(L,2);
yminimum=[];
yMaximum=[];
for k=2:length(v)

if v(k-1)==0 && v(k)>0
yminimum(end+1)=k;

end
if v(k-1)>0 && v(k)==0

yMaximum(end+1)=k-1;
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end
end
if isempty(yminimum)

yminimum=1;
else

yminimum=yminimum(1);
end
if isempty(yMaximum)

yMaximum=size(L,1);
else

yMaximum=yMaximum(end);
end

%vertical projection and gets the signature position
h=sum(L,1);
xminimum=[];
xMaximum=[];
for k=2:length(h)

if h(k-1)==0 && h(k)>0
xminimum(end+1)=k;

end
if h(k-1)>0 && h(k)==0

xMaximum(end+1)=k-1;
end

end
xminimum=xminimum(1);
xMaximum=xMaximum(end);
%get signature area

image_name=(I2(yminimum:yMaximum,xminimum:xMaximum));
create_figure
display_image(image_name)
window_title('Normalized Handwritten Character')
image_name=uint8(image_name);
%second median filter to the signature area, further
removal of noise
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ffffeaturext.meaturext.meaturext.meaturext.m
function f=featurext(image_name,dimension_flen)

bw=~change_to_black_white(image_name,
global_image_threshold(image_name));

f=zeros(dimension_flen,1);
k=1;

%2 relative centers of gravity for the handwritten
character
[R,C]=find(bw);
Gx=mean_value(C);
Gy=mean_value(R);
RGx=Gx/size(bw,2);
RGy=Gy/size(bw,1);
f(k:k+1)=[RGx, RGy]';
k=k+2;

%number of connected components
[bwl,N]=label_connected_components(bw);

%number of mesh holes
ibw=~bw;
ibwf=fill_holes(ibw,'holes');
bwx=xor(ibw, ibwf);
bwa=open_binary_image(bwx,3);
[bwxl, Nhole]=label_connected_components(bwa);

%the Maximum and minimum mesh area ratio
if Nhole>2

stat=measure_image_regions(bwxl, 'Area');
MaximumA=stat(1).Area;
minimumA=stat(1).Area;
for kk=2:Nhole

A=stat(kk).Area;
if A>MaximumA

MaximumA=A;
end
if A<minimumA

minimumA=A;
end

end
f(k)=minimumA/MaximumA;
k=k+1;

else
f(k)=0;
k=k+1;

end
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%skeleton features
skl=morphological_filtering(bwl,'skel',inf);

%number of end points
spur=open_binary_image(morphological_filtering(skl,
'spur',10),2);
bwend=morphological_filtering(spur,'endpoints');
Nend=sum(bwend(:));

%number of branch points
branch=morphological_filtering(spur,'branchpoints');
Nbrh=sum(branch(:));

num=[N, Nhole, Nend, Nbrh];
f(k:k+3)=num/norm(num);
k=k+4;

%average distance between end points and the center
of gravity
[R,C]=find(bwend);
EGD=mean_value(square_root((R-Gy).^2+(C-Gx).^2));

%average distance between cross points and the center
of gravity
[R,C]=find(branch);
BGD=mean_value(square_root((R-Gy).^2+(C-Gx).^2));
D=[EGD, BGD];
f(k:k+1)=D/norm(D);
k=k+2;

%height-width ratio after blank removal
number_of_rows=true(1,size(image_name,2));
for j=1:size(image_name,2)

if sum(bw(:,j))<3
number_of_rows(j)=false;

end
end
sqzbw=bw(:,number_of_rows);
CHWR=size(sqzbw,1)/size(sqzbw,2);
f(k)=CHWR;
k=k+1;

%handwritten area and blank area ratio
IAR=sum(sqzbw(:))/number_of_elements(sqzbw);
f(k)=IAR;
k=k+1;

%4 skeleton direction grayscale eigenvalues
H=[0 0 0; 1 1 1 ; 0 0 0];
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bwhorizontal=Erode image(spur, H); %extract
horizontal ordering pixels
H=[0 1 0; 0 1 0; 0 1 0];
bwverticalical=Erode image(spur, H); %extract
vertical ordering pixels

H=[1 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 1];
bwleft=Erode image(spur, H);%extract left ordering
pixels

H=[0 0 1; 0 1 0; 1 0 0];
bwright=Erode image(spur, H);%extract right ordering
pixels

horizontal=sum(bwhorizontal(:));
vertical=sum((bwverticalical(:)));
left=sum((bwleft(:)));
right=sum((bwright(:)));
SDI=[horizontal, vertical, left, right];
SDI=SDI/norm(SDI);
f(k:k+3)=SDI(:);

f=f/Maximum(f(1:end-7));
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classify.mclassify.mclassify.mclassify.m
clear
clear_command_window
close all
dimension_flen=16;
number_of_characters=5; %numbers of characters to be
classified
training_sample_number=5; %samples of each character
%get the feature value from the handwritten
characters
training_feature=zeros(number_of_characters*training_
sample_number,dimension_flen);

training_label = zeros(25,5);

training_label(1:5,1) = 1; %add label to the
corresponding number
training_label(6:10,2) = 1;
training_label(11:15,3) = 1;
training_label(16:20,4) = 1;
training_label(21:25,5) = 1; %add label to
the corresponding number

for p=1:number_of_characters*training_sample_number
imgPn = p; %get the label of the image

m=concatenate_strings_horizontally(convert_number_to_
string(imgPn),'.png');%form the file name of the
training samples

I=resize_image(read_image(m),1/6);
if p==1

Ipre=preproc2(I);
else
Ipre=preproc(I);
end
f=featurext(Ipre,dimension_flen);
if p==1

create_figure
plot(f)
window_title('Eigenvalue')

end
training_feature(p,:)=f(1:end);

end

%set the network parameters

hidden_node = 30; %hidden nodes
output = 5; %output dimension

TF1 = 'tansig';TF2 = 'purelin'; %discriminant
function
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net =
newff(minimummaximum(training_feature'),[hidden_node
output],{TF1 TF2});

%specified training parameters
net.train_function = 'trainlm'; %training function

net.training_parameters.show = 20; %display
interval training
net.training_parameters.lr = 0.1;
%learning step
net.training_parameters.mc = 0.95;
%momentum coefficient
net.training_parameters.mem_reduc = 10;
%calculate hessian matrix
net.training_parameters.epochs = 1000; %Minimum
performance gradient
net.training_parameters.goal = 1e-6;
%Performance goal
net.training_parameters.minimum_grad = 1e-10;
%Minimum performance gradient
net.training_parameters.time = inf; %Maximum
time to train in seconds

%Training and Testing
net = train(net,training_feature',training_label');
%training
%testing
for times=1:50

test_feature = zeros(1,dimension_flen);
[fname,pname] = open_dialog_box('*.*','Please

choose a handwritten character image for testing ');
fullname =
concatenate_strings_horizontally(pname,fname);
I=resize_image(read_image(fullname),1/6); %read the
image

Ipre = preproc(I);
f = featurext(Ipre,dimension_flen);
test_feature(1,:) = f(1:end);
Y2 = sim(net,test_feature'); %test samples of

the actual output

Y2 =
full(competitive_transfer_functionitive_transfer_func
tion(Y2));

[Maximum1 Maximum] = Maximum(Y2); %which number
is for the recognition result

switch Maximum
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case 1
message_box('This character is: 部

Pinyin: bù')
case 2

message_box('This character is: 易
Pinyin: yì')

case 3
message_box('This character is: 离

Pinyin: lí')
case 4

message_box('This character is: 躲
Pinyin: duǒ')

case 5
message_box('This character is: 羽

Pinyin: yǔ')
end

end
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